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Complete, labeled illustrations of nine portions of the respiratory system. Illustrations by

award-winning medical illustrator Vincent Perez. Chart includes detailed diagrams of: Ã‚Â·

respiratory system Ã‚Â· muscles of respiration Ã‚Â· oxygenation of alveoli cluster Ã‚Â· alveoli

clusterÃ‚Â & bronchus Ã‚Â· nasalÃ‚Â & oral cavity Ã‚Â· larynx Ã‚Â· nasal septum Ã‚Â· paranasal

sinuses Ã‚Â· bronchial tree
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This double sided (two page) laminated study guide by BarCharts has a handful of information on it.

Being one of the less expensive study guides there isn't an overabundance of information on it. It is

basically nine different diagrams depicting the different parts of the respiratory system. In that

aspect it is very thorough. To get more in-depth information I believe a little more than only a few

dollars would need to be spent. For the price of this you are getting some very good, helpful

information. This is one of the simpler BarCharts that is laminated and has three holes down the

side so that it can be easily added to a folder with other BarCharts or information on this particular

subject. It is made well and easily understood. The diagrams are nice and clear as well as each

labeled part. It's presentation is unquestionably good. By all means a nice purchase.

I just dropped a lot of money for many Quickstudy Guides, so that I could learn all the body systems



in great detail.Unfortunately, without realizing, I clicked from page to page as the  suggestions were

being made thinking I was buying all the big cards that are greatly detailed.I was disappointed to

find that because there is no paper size posted in the details section. I bought some big cards

8.5"x11" and some were this size 4"x6" this truly does make a big difference because I suspect it

DOES NOT INCLUDE all the information. My 4"x6" was missing 4 subsystems on the smaller card, I

realized by comparing to the pictures I saw on  when I located the large diagram. Since, the

manufacturer did not bother to post the back side of the pamphlet, I don't know which systems are

missing on this one but I'll assume for arguments sake that it is between 2 and 4 subsystems.So, if

you purchase this it is most likely inconclusive and will not give you the detail you want but it is small

(but too big for your pocket - why leave out parts and then make it to big for your pocket?)!What you

probably want is ISBN: 1572228229Considering that they have been publishing the other one since

2004, you would think that they would at least let you know that they are not giving you a

comprehensive guide! I guess they assume you will suck it up and they can sell two versions?

When I called  I was told that the info. states it is 4 pages and the measurements, however, before

you get to that point it tells you it is the large two page size. So, their error and they wanted me to

pay to ship it back for a refund!Here is a case that if you were in the store, it would be obvious that

this guide wasn't comprehensive. Shame on the manufacturer, seller and or , for not making this

clear!I told her the errors on the health food products particularly in foods, shampoos, and soaps

have erroneous information that could potential cause serious harm or death (such as a food I found

that said Gluten free but has wheat as the primary ingredient!). Of course, this is not always the

case but I have gotten burned several times with ingredients that weren't listed that I couldn't use.If

you get something that you didn't order (because the info. was incomplete or changed), make the

seller or  take responsibility.

Bought for Anatomy class and very happy I did. It is very detailed and the photos and colors are

vivid and labeled well. It is an excellent study tool. I 3-hole-punched mine so I could put it in a

binder. That was very helpful to me. I would recommend this for anyone studying Anatomy, or even

Physiology, especially for the price.

The price is right & looking back, I wish I would have thought to use these as breakfast place-mats

(or posters) for the kids growing up- it's a great way to learn something by osmosis & more

interesting that you'd guess to look over. Not just for doctor's offices!



Very Helpful! I've been a nurse for 12 years, and specializing in cardiology for 2 years. This will help

me feel more confident and be handy for everyone on our staff- I'm keeping it at my desk for

everyone's reference. Thanks! *Fast Shipping!*

Helpful for Bio. However, I'm anticipating these will be even more beneficial for A&P.They are

laminated, which should prove to be durable. Time will tell.

An aid in study systems of the body. Nice laminated sheet with multiple views and easy to read text.

These are wonderful to use while studying in class!! I keep on buying them, it's great for reference!!
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